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On the spatial and temporal resolution of land cover products
for applied use in wind resource mapping
Charlotte Hasager (cbha@dtu.dk), Merete Badger, Ebba Dellwik, Rogier Floors, Andrea Hahmann, Jakob Mann, DTU Wind Energy, Denmark
The suitability of Copernicus Global Land Service products for wind resource assessment are
investigated using two approaches.
Nut-shell on wind resource assessment. Basic input for wind resource assessment are
roughness map, digital elevation map and wind data. The modelling of winds over terrain is
typically done using mesoscale model coupled with microscale flow model. The output is the
wind resource map for siting (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Wind resource assessment method.
In the first approach the CORINE land cover database and the pan-European high-resolution
products were considered as input to atmospheric flow models. The CORINE data (Figure 2)
was used as input for modelling the wind conditions over a Danish near-coastal flat region
characterized mainly by low vegetation. The flow model results were compared to alternative
use of USGS land cover (Figure 3). For both maps each land cover class were assigned a
representative roughness value. Low roughness for low vegetation and higher roughness for
tall vegetation (Esch et al. 2016).

Figure 2. CORINE
Overview of area
Sub-set in Denmark
is investigated.

Figure 3. CORINE (left) and USGS
(right) over part of Denmark.

The results in Figure 4 were compared to meteorological observations observed at a
meteorological mast and from several ground-based wind profiling lidars. The model
simulations using CORINE provide better wind flow results than using USGS on the
investigated site.

Figure 4. Wind speed difference
using CORINE and USGS as
input for part of Denmark.

The results from the wind modelling analysis show significant variations in the wind speed
using the two different roughness maps based on CORINE and USGS (Figure 4). It is worth to
note that for wind energy high accuracy in wind speed in crucial.
First conclusion is that CORINE Copernicus data are advantageous.
The next step towards improvement of flow model inputs is to investigate in further detail
applied use of satellite maps in forested areas. 75% of new land-based wind farms are
planned in or near forests in Europe. In forested areas the near surface atmospheric flow is
more challenging to calculate than in regions with low vegetation because the tall vegetation
to a high degree influences the atmospheric flow. Also in many forests the variation in forest
plant structure is high. The forest structure depends on the tree height, the tree density, the
existence of clearings, the types of leafs and branches and their structure. So the usual
method of assigning one typical roughness length for land cover type ‘forest’ is at many sites
not sufficient.

Figure 5. Northern Denmark. The map shows the study area and
the insert the horizontal profile from aerial lidar data.

In our second approach, we look at a forested area in Northern Denmark (Figure 5), where an
aerial lidar scanned the terrain height, tree height and derived plant parameters (Figure 6).
These map provided a novel input for atmospheric flow modelling in forested areas. The flow
model results were compared to horizontally scanning wind lidar observations (Figure 7) and
the results are very promising.
Second conclusion is that detailed information on plant parameters from aerial lidar are useful
in forested regions.

Figure 6. Terrain height, tree height and Plant Area Index (PAI)
derived from aerial lidar in Northern Denmark.

Since, aerial lidar data are not available everywhere, we discuss the possibility of using similar
Copernicus Global Land Service products as input to the flow model. Thus the perspective is
to investigate this further.
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Figure 7. Observed wind speed using two lidars installed at the
position of the black stars (left) and simulated wind speed using
the input from aerial lidar (right) in Northern Denmark.
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